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Some 3600 tickets to the SJSStanford game remain to be sold,
according to Jerry Vroom, athletic business manager. Tickets
are selling for $1 in the Student
Affairs Business Office. Sale will
continue through Friday.
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J5 Research
ork Increases
According to an October bulletin of the Research and
inider the direction of William R.
irid Sen ices compiled
illdosay. research assistant to the Vice President, research
tnity at SJS has been greatly increased in the past year.
The increase is particularly noticeable in the area
sponsored research’.
Prior to the year 1957-58. no research contracts or
s were received by the col-+
although some individual facy members did receive grants
support their own private rerch products. However, in 4ay,
, the State Board of EducaadopteS a statement of policy
research in the California
ate Colleges.
In July, the Board recommended
it state colleges be authorized
perform research financed by
,eral, state, and local governits, by business and industry,
public and private foundations,
by other such sources.
Pres. John T. Wahlquist appoint the first formal Research Cornuse at SJS on Sept. 16, 1957,
ring its two years of operation,
s committee has been influent in molding the research policy
the college.
s a result of this action, five
sets, totaling $19,038, were
dud by sponsors during 1957-58.
1958-59. an additional 14 pros, totaling $262,210, received
atrial support. One project
ught the total to $279,165.
f the 24 project-proposals subtted to potential sponsors by
ulty members during 1958-59,
were approved, four were reed, and six are still being con red

1

flack on Plato
eview Topic
The SjJt:11 uf Plato," iipolitical
dy of a philosophical subject,
II be the book reviewed by Dr.
rie Fox, assistant professor of
losophy, at Wednesday’s 12:30
It talk.
The book, published in 1945, was
tten by Dr. K. R. Popper, then
professor of logic and scientific
,d at the University of Lon.
is volume one of a twowork. "The Open Society
I:nem les."
lr, his work, Dr. Popper advanhis belief that Plato, in "The
ss presents ideas that are
the individual. He at isle>, Hegel, and Marx, as
sf individual freedoms.
es who joined the SJS
:ast year, received her
+ter’s at Northwestern Univerand her doctorate at Cornell.
hook talks, held each week
Rooms A and B of the cafeteria,
at’’’s to faculty and students.
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will be
Id at 7 p.m. in
TH127, by Claire
bra AWS vice
president.
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ar and will he held pris) for orientation
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distribution of living center
rd. forms.
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recruit Faculty
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meeting. a committee was
Neil to look into the
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irf student absences
from
..t’s for field trips and
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policy on official ahmences
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resent policy
specifies that 11
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a field trip or
ICity that
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Rocketeers
Dine Oct. 9

Writing Bee
At Spartan Y
To Aid Hope’

Pair Dreams Up Journey,
Drops Books, Hits Road

Professor States
Small Town View

or

Russ Rocket Nears Moon

Rocket To Photo
Far Side of Moon
MOSCOW

I 111)The

Soviet I nion’s third lunar

Faculty Due
To Consider
Survey Plan

Applications Due

All Campus Clubs
Attend Meet AWS Show
Fashions

Law School Test
r

ell

NO. 10

A "letter-writing bee" to pro- rocket was more than 175,000 miles above the Atlantic
mote interest in "Project Hope," a Ocean and only 63,000 mile. from the moon last night
humanitarian program, will be on course and ready to take man’s first photographs of the
held tonight at 7:30 at the Spartan moon’s far side today.
Y, 205 S. Ninth, according to Brian
The official Russian News Agency. Ttlas. report said
Paddock, club president.
the rocket was steadily nearing the crucial lunar turn it
"Project Hope" is an attempt I
*must negotiate to enter its planto mobilize a "Great White Fleets
led huge orbit around the Earth
of moth-balled, U.S. ships ais:
1
and the moon. One Russian scientprepare them for sailing around
the world on missions of mercy.
ist said the new space laboratory
The "mercy fleets" would conhad paved the way for flights to
sist primarily of three ships equipMars and Venus "in the immeped for carrying medical supplies,
diate future."
food and clothing, and construcTess reported yesterday the
tion and repair materials. They
would sail to ravaged countries,
rocket had hurtled 284,000 kilol’aculty attndan:. at today’s
dispensing food and hospital sup- meeting at 12:30 p.m. to con- meters (175,364 miles) into space.
plies on behalf of the United sider the master plan survey
"The movement 01 the rocket
States. One ship in the fleet would must he confined to those who
continues exactly along the plotbe manned by construction or do not base conflicting assignted orbit," Tess said.
farm crews, who would help the ments, according to a bulletin
The report added that judging
people rebuild their homes or from the president’s office.
by preliminary processing of teleplant their crops.
No authorization has been metric information sent back from
"An example of the good work made for the dismissal of classes
the rocket Sunday, it had been es such ships could do today would or the waiving of regular assignbe to sail to Japan and furnish ments, the announcement said.
the typhoon evacuees with food
In announcements of the
and medical care. Paddock stated. meeting appearing in the CamThe operation is being spon- pus Digest and the Spartan
Applications are now being acsored by the People-to-People
Daily. all faculty members were cepted for students interested in
Health Foundation and is being urged to attend but "It was as- the Constitution Revision Comfinanced by public subscription.
sumed that those with teaching mittee. Students may contact the
Letters will be written tonight or other assignments that could secretary in the Student Union
to the congressional sponsors of not be avoided would not be for applications and other necesthe project. They are: Senator able to attend the meeting." The sary information. Sam Obregon is
Hubert Humphrey (D., Minn.), bulletin also said:
chairman of the Committee,
Senator George Aiken (R., Vt. 1,
"Those
attending
today’s
Representative William Bates (R., meeting will be informed that tablished that "the systems of
Mass.) and Representative Ed Ed- the matters under consideration thermo-control, power feed and
mondson (D., Okla.).
are confidential, inasmuch as the apparatus for scientific rethe survey of higher education search fitted in the automatic inIn California is currently in pro- terplanetary station are functiongress."
ing normally."
Similar information was received yesterday, Toss said.
A Tass announcement said data
’Must
relayed by the two solar batteryASH Vice-President Guy Gleapowered radio transmitters beson said yesterday that only 50 0:
fare/Wan 3 and 3 p an
time)
the 160 campus organizations ha.
’confirmed the high precision achpicked up their notices of tomorA faailiUll allOW %%ill be presented ieved in putting the rocket in its
row’s Organizational meeting in by the Associated Women Stud- set orbit."
TH55 at 7 p.m.
ents tomorrow at their first open
To -be successful. the ’’Lunik"
""This is the annual organiza- meeting of the year. announced rocket must swerve like a car on
tional meeting and every Spartan AWS Pres. Pat Moriarty.
a sharp curve at precisely the
club and organization must send
The program will feature Spar- right time and speed. A hairtheir president or a representa- tan coeds, who hold beauty queen breadth miscalculation and the
tive to it," Gleason said.
titles, modeling clothes from payload will either hurtle off into
space or fall back and burn in the
Gleason
said
organizations Stuart’s and Bloom’s.
According to Linda Lucas. pro- Earth’s atmosphere.
which do not send representatives
outfits
face possible loss of campus recog- gram chairman, various
will be modeled from sport clothes
nition as well as a fine.
Letters were sent to all organ- and burmudas to cocktail dresses
izations through the mailboxes in "We are trying to follow the guide
the Student Union. "It is the in ’Spartan from the Start’ as t,
president’s responsibility to pick what campus coeds should wear.’
the letter up and attend the meet- she said.
The 1,2, lie Is;,
11055’
The meeting will begin at 3:30 underway.
ing," Gleason explained.
,
in
the
Engineering
Lecture
Hall.
This
year’s
Organizational
San Jose State coeds interested
1
Handbook will be distributed at I E118’
in competing for "Lyke Doll" title
1
the meeting and representati,
.
can make photo appointments in
from the Spartan Daily and th
Lyke office 34, today and tomorStudent Court will explain campus
row afternoon. according to Darla
policy.
Rode. Lyke fashion editor.
All S.1S coeds are elteible to
"Our Role on Campus" will be
the topic of a discussion by Rich compete if they are not going
n.
470!t"’ SreetiTellOf
ASB ;smells.
litantird, siitta-r of
tict 1.71iitce CsInots alat.’llso
Lrfif Stb
,.-11 i!!,0,14,
tirl
"Csinpos enristis.: ’itilesi."
Fellowsilip Coagra.gstional, Preshe speaker at the meeting of the byterian, (’hristian) tonight at to he featured RP Lyke Doll In the
Collegiate Christian Fellowship. 7:15, Christian Center, 92 S. Fifth next magazine issue. Contest runners-up are eligible to model as
tonight at 9, Cafeteria.
St.
m
"xils.ykeeLovelles" or as advertising

Rocket enthusiasts are invited
to attend the American Rocket
Society dinner meeting Friday,
Oct. 9, to hear a lecture by Dr.
Irvin Glassman, associate professor of aeronautical engineering at
Princeton University
Dr. Glassman will speak on "the
Ram Rocket," a subject he is researching at the Forrestal Research Center. Dr. Glassman is an
- aoi
author in the Princeton Series on
High Speed Aerodynamics and Jet THE WHOLE WORLD IN THEIR HANDSMartin Dodge (I) and
Leon Spreyer do a little global gazing as they begin planning their
Propulsion and an associate editor
unchartered, undestinated trip which grew out of a breezy chat
of the American Rocket Society
about thowing studies overboard for a year -long coffee break.
Journal.
Dr. Glassman will address the
Northern California Section of the
ARS at 8 p.m. at The Old Plantation, 1030 N. San Antonio Road,
Los Altos. The dinner will be at
7 p.m. at a cost of $2.50.
For dinner reservations, call
Bernard Ellis, DAvenport 4-3311,
it," Spreyer said. Both men talked
By JERRY NACHNIAN
Ext. 45391. Reservations must be
the trip all night, forgetting
made by Thursday. Non-members
Two SJS soldiers of for- about
sleep, and tiweeurep
yesterday
are invited to attend.
tune are off to see the world
loose ends.
today after an all-night dis- Spreyer and Dodge will sell
cussion revealed both stud- some of their old books, personal
ents were "sick and tired" of belongings and bicycles to make
up the $1700 they figure will he
the college rut.
needed along with summer earn The adventurous pair are ings to make the proposed yearDr. Burton R. Brazil, associate
Leon Spreyer, a 21 -year-old senior long joy ride,
professor of political science and education major. now student
I almost made it all the way
mayor of Saratoga, a town on the teaching, and Martin Dodge. a 20through." Spreyer said. He and
western side of Santa Clara year-old junior English education Dodge both plan to return next
County, appeared Saturday before major.
fall tr finish their education.
"A lot of students talk about
Spreyer would have graduated
the Governor’s Commission on
how great It would be Just to
this February with a teaching
Metropolitan Area Problems at its
chuck everything and take off."
credential.
meeting in Berke*.
Spreyer explained, "hut nobody
The happy wanderers plan to
"It appeared to be that I was has the guts."
sell their cars and buy a Volksthe only one there to represent
Ile added that whenever people wagon to tour through Europe.
the small town point of view," he start talking about going anyThey left yesterday afternoon for
said.
where they get to thinking about their homes near Los Angeles and
Rearrangement of state tax pat- that test the next day and never probably
will head for Mexico
terns would be useful, he ex- leave.
first.
plained to the commission. "Most
With Spreyer arid Dodge it was
I’ve always wanted to see the
city and county activities are fi- a "now or never" proposition.
University of Mexico," Spreyer
nanced by general property taxes
The two men returned from din- said. "I’ll bet it’s beautiful." He
one of the least rewarding
ner Sunday night and began talk- added they might get to Canada
means of tax.
ing aimlessly about climbing out later.
"Most local governments find of the "college rut" and going to
BOOKS 00 TOO
that to do what they need to do Europe.
The two ex -Spartans are taking
requires more money than they
’HAD TO LEAVE’
along about a dozen books. "most have," he told the commission.
The dream took hold and "sud"Then they must run to Sacra- denly we realized we were able to ly philosophy and poetry," he
mento to ask for money. If the leave and then I knew I had to do said. Why did Spreyer and Dodge
drop everything and leave their
state feels in the mood to do It
college life behind for a spur-ofIt will," he added.
the-moment trip’
Formation of a Bay Area COUII"I think it’s good for people to
is being planned, and the commake a derision and stand by
A
mission is studying problems coo’I .L
le,a, .030sigb
lt." Cu AI
"th t‘,"0111,01"1,./. ..1’
lit bac his nouol. I.% to it’imt
tnis tyres
’
’ ’." sort at a. roeeption tile trip will
"Rsossseutstion
periisps s
reipaireQ CA’ mmiv, at snows
thisD.Ciatirf{
" i
1
"My mom will probably flip,"
type. "When committees are ade- applicants for admission to a numquately represented, they manage ber of leading law schools, are he concluded.
to get results," he feels.
now available, Dr. Burton Brazil,
"There is a great deal of loyalty associate professor of political sciin cities- they’re home to people. ence and pre-legal adviser, anNone of these are about to com- nounced yesterday.
them and confined hi,,:STEEL ’DISAPPOINTS’ IKE
mit suicide if they can help it" by
The test will he given only four
giving a metropolitan commission times during the year. he said.
PALM SPRINGS (UPI I --Presi- expression of the President’s dispower over purely local matters, and interested students should ap- dent Eisenhower today said he r appointment in the latest failure
In an attempt to halt the nationhe believes.
ply to take them approximately was disappointed the Steelworkers I
Union turned down the latest wide steel walkout.
six weeks In advance.
The tests will be given at more management offer aimed at end- SNOW, RAIN RELIEF IN SIGHT
WESTCLIFFE, COLO. I UPI I than 100 centers throughout the ing the 83-day steel strike.
The President expressed stern Rescue units from Fort Carson,
United States on the mornings of
Nov. 14, 1959, Feb. 20, April 9, conviction that the American pen. Colo., reported yesterday that appie want the steel strike, as well parently all the snow-stranded
and Aug. 6 , 1960.
The tests are prepared and ad- as the East Coast dock strike. families in this area had been
cared for as a bright sun and tempermit from a dean of rodents’ ministered by Educational Test- "settled and settled fast."
Press Secretary James C. Hag- peratures well ahove freezing
office.
ing Service. Princeton, N.J. and
erty relayed the President’s senti- moved into the region for the first
The Faculty Council moved to includes objective questions.
have the matter resubmitted for
A bulletin of information, in. ments to a morning news confer- time in a week.
further action.
eluding many sample questions ence. Eisenhower at the time was Huge drifts of snow blocked
playing golf at the El Dorado many roads leading to the scot-es
Chairman James P. Heath, pro- and an application for taking the
Country Club four miles from or-ranches south and west of here
fessor of zoology, formed a com- test, can be obtained by writing
La Quinta where he Is vacation- and Mayor Joe Peyton said it
mittee to study the problem. to Educational Testing Service, 20
would take is week at least to
ing.
Named by Dr. Heath to the com- Nassau St., Princeton, N..I.
Hagerty shrugged at reports the clean up Westcliffe
Candidates should make sepamittee were: Chairman Dr. James
OKLAHOMA CITY (UPli E. Stevenson, professor of indus- rate applications to each law President might invoke the Taft trial arts; Dr. H. Robert Patter- school in which he is interested, Hartley Law in both major strikes Flood -ravaged areas of the Southwest looked hopefully today to an
son, associate professor of bacter- inquiring as to whether they re- before the day is over.
He said he would leave such re- end to four days of steady rains
iology; and Warren W. Faus, asso- quire him to take the tests, Brazil
ports with those who distributed which made thousands homeless
said,
ciate professor of art.

ew Committee To Study
olicy of Student Absences
3E
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_yke Contest Open
To Campus ’Dolls’

Hill To Speak
At Fellowship

I

world wire

Additional information may be
obtained by contacting Mike John,a11SP(1 property damage in son, Lyke editor.
the millions.
The siege of floods, coupled with
tornadoes, left at least six dead, *
one missing and 65 injured.
COLLEGE OPENING ti
1 A massive clean-up operation
SPECIAL! You can
1111
began in the flood -torn areas,
while civil defense workers kept a
polish your car with
watchful eye on swollen rivers and 111
your last T-Shirt just so 111
streams,
which
were
falling ,
slowly.
manytimes until it

SPARTANS
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ARABS. ISRAEL MAKE
COUNTER-OFFERS
UNITED NATIONS (UPI
United Arab Republic Fotrign
nister Mahmoud Favezi said toda
the Suez Canal would he opened
to Israeli shipping, when the rights
of the Palestinian Arabs were recognized "fully and actually."
Israel countered with an offer I,
negotiate a complete settlement ot
the Palestine issue with the Arab..
"at any time and Place" thee
choose and with no strings at
tached.

I me

111

II

II

begins to look messy.
Both shirt and car.
Retire your shirt, come
to our R/A, buy some
new cotton ones for
95 cents. Round or
V-necks.

0
ROOS ACEMO
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Culture: All or Nothing
The Student Council is deterntined to get
things rolling tUis semester on a really good
cultural affairs program. But this doesn’t mean
it will jump at the first program labeled "culture."
Case in point: Money appropriated to the
Music licit:lament by the council
Cu. in
last week.
Point:
opera
The Music Department request
for $6939 this year included money for light
opera productions to be presented by students.
The council, on the ads ice of the Student Activities Board, chopped out money intended for
the light opera.
Many students, including some council members, were dumbfounded. The goal is more coltore, yet money was withheld front a proposed
cultural program. Why?
The SAB position, as explained by ASH

President Rich Hill, is that light opera produced by students can’t hope to achieve the
How to succeed in college
perfection of a professional cast.
This isn’t a slant on the Music Department;
I. Make detailed schedule of study, leisure and
it’s an obvious statement of fact.
recreation hours.
Revelries atpl most of the Speech and Drama
A. Watch that leisure hours do not increase as
plays, produced by students, are
schedule is revised.
Opera
1. Hang schedule on wall over desk in full view.
Must Be
thoroughls enjoyable even ti gh
a. This Is so others will notice your efficiency.
Good
thes’rc lieVyr perfect: the Spartan
b. Hang schedule with Scotch-tape or tacks.
Dai Is. produced by students, presents the news
2. While studying at desk, look at schedule occasionally to see
pretty well even tl gh it’s not perfect.
when next item is coming up.
But light opera is finer stuff. Bad opera is
3. No fair switching hours around after studying has begun.
B. If schedule proves too damn rigid, tear up schedule and decide
worse than a sour saxophone.
to study when ever a chance arises.
So the council decision to hold off is wise.
CLARINET SEXTETOne of the features of tonight’s Sinfonii
1. If chance fails to arise, make new schedule.
recital will be this clarinet sestet. Rehearsing are: (left to right
When it comes to culture we must get all or
Ralph Loomis, Rowland Schwab, John Currey, Joseph Calkins
nothing because anything medicore would not II. Purchase all important supplies for the term at the bookstore.
Duane Powell, and Peter Main. The recital, given by Phi Mu Al
be supported by students and we’d be left with
A. Nebbish ashtrays, San Jose State decals and goose-neck lamps
pha, will be held at 8:15 p.m. in Concert Hall- _
are not classified under "Important Items."
nothing anyway.
1. Neither are gold-embossed stationery or brand-new binders
--.1.11.A.
(when an old one from last semester will do just as well.)
The first of four e.neerts
III. Make up mind to study each morning at 5 a.m.
Auditions lot positions with tlic
A. 6 a.m. Is actually plenty of time to begin.
San Jose Symphony Orchestra will I season will be Fri(11.1y. Nov. 2ij

SJ Symphony Auditions Wednesda

Decide for Yourself

1. Set alarm.
be Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the !Ile San Jose Civic Audituriurr
Interested persons may Call
a. No fair letting the clock hand slip on over to 6:15 a.m. Music Building of San Jose CH!.
when no one is looking.
Blattner, UNion 7-’:’5
A
.outnittee has becti form- choice of trips schedtiled for several different
College, 2100 Moorpark Ave.
B. Arise at 6:15 a.m.
daysincluding Saturday. If students want to
ed to determine %dial should be done about
C. Arise again at 7:05 a.m.
students who skip classes to attend required save their weekends they can try to squeeze the
1. Get up without fail at 7:45 a.m, to slip into bathroom first.
trip in on a week day.
IV. After first class head for library for full hour of study.
field trips.
Why not? The student should know best
A. After coffee in cafeteria head for library for full 20 minutes
It seems to us that the Science Department whether he can afford to miss those classes.
of study.
B. Sit down next to friend who will be looking around.
one a
time :co. It offers a
J.H.A.
I. Discuss world events.
2. Read Spartan Daily left on table.
8. Arrange books and papers in neat pile for study.
a. Take deep breath.
b. Let breath out slowly while opening text slowly.
1 Turn to index and see what is of interest there.
2) Read author’s dedication through once.
30 See when book was copyrighted and what printing it is in.
For snacks or a real
formerly of
41 Note name of printing firm which published book.
style dinner to satisfy
Spanish
chumwho
author
was
see
c. Read over acknowledgments and
By DARLA-JEAN BODE
HAWAII AND HERMOSA BEACH, CALIF.
my with in his college days.
Exchange Editor
the sharpest appetite
Alpha Phi Omega, national serC. After dinner make schedule of work to be done during the week.
vice fraternity at Los Angeles
---..--\’’
1. Pin schedule up in prominent place.
State, beat their San Jose State
" originators of the MALIBU SURFBOARD cousin to a "wildfire" idea.
Spanish Rice
Tamales
2. Look over paper for day’s news.
3. Glance at movie page to see what is playing.
The fraternity devised a semiMexican Hot Dog
Enchiladas
The End
annual "share a ride, swap a book"
come to
program which swept the campus.
Ranch Burgers
BBQ Tacos
Special booths were set up to
Norihern California!!
help students start their own car
TRY OUR SPECIAL COMBINATION PLATE
pools. Booths also were set up to
help book shoppers contact private
tonal, "Drop a Few Lines," to be
59c
sellers. More than 1000 persons
very appropriate. I suggest the few
signed up the first day, according AN OPEN LETTER TO
lines we drop should be the ediBERNARD G. ARONSTAM:
to reports.
torial column of the Spartan Daily.
*
*
Foam Boards $80.00
Any Size
Mr. Aronstam, do you sincerely
unless the quality and interest 0:
From the "Pirate Press" of think that Dean Benz’ action
4th and St. James
Open every da)
College comes the tale against the bookstore thieves was the material improves markedly.
call Jefi Thomsen CY
5-9231 afternoons Ventura
JACK PELZ, ASH 6222
of a mynah bird with a not-too- too harsh, or should we merely
111101:IMM
drop all legislative measures and
large vocabulary.
When curious students ask the requite evil for evil? Why don’t
bird "What’s the matter boy, you try burning down the bookcan’t you talk?" the bird replies: store? I think that might be a
"Sure 1 can talk. (’an you fly?" sufficient reactionary measure.
Also, in regard to your comment
Because of the new state hazing upon the profits that property
suggest
law, the annual UCSB frosh-soph owners are reapingI
mud brawl was postponed. The rul- when you are more mature and
ing became official after the USC become a "big boy" that you open
accident in which a fraternity a bookstore and give prizes to
rushee choked to death on a piece those who excel in carrying away
more "loot" than others. After the
of raw liver.
fog clears, you may awaken to
Vladimir Tolstoy, interpreter the fact that we are living in a
for the Khrushchev-Nixon ex- "Republic." not a "Democracy."
JOANN KARAVOS
change which was in the recent
ASII 13030
limelight, will deliver a Russian
language course on TV for the
benefit oL 515 George Washington
University, Washington, D.C., stu- EDITOR:
dents this semester.
I found the title of your MI -

TICO TACO’S

Sedillo & Thomsen

Delicious Foodc,
from
South of the Border

from other
campuses

Thrust

Winter Special:

and Parry

’Evil for Evil?’

TICO TACO’S

’Drop Editorials’

FREE

FREE

FULL QUART OF MILK
with every

NEW YORK tclo
STEAK 4’1"
Garlic Bread, Chili,
Salad and Baked Potato

for perfect footwork and comfort
Professionally designed by and for top-flight tennis
players. Featuring a flexible arch for comfort, an
abrasion -resistant sole that stands up to any playing
surface; laces to the toe to insure perfect fit, complete
Support. Fully cushioned, heel to toe. About $8.50.
LOOK FOR THE KEDS LABEL

ALSO . . .
EVERY SUN., MON., TUES.

TOP SIRLOIN
STEAK

$107

Students Must Show AS8 Card

74r: .ra’A’oe

01

United States Rubber

Julian ISteaks
Fourth and Julian

Next

Reach for the stars.
That’s what a company like Gen Tel
America’s second largest telephone system
must do to find new and better ways to
build tomorrow’s communications services.

Includes:

U.S. KEDS COURT KING

Space-age thinking and communications

to Burger Bar

And that’s what our large and highly
trained staff of scientists and engineers
continuously aim at. These are the men
and women who are engaged in the
development of new and promising techniques in fields such as memory systems,
advanced electronics, high-speed switching, and data transmission.
Gen Tel has been research-minded ever
since its small beginning. That’s one of the

reasons we have grown into a syst,_In tht
has 1,745 exchanges in 30 states, providing modern service for over 3,700,000
telephones. Our lines carry 119 million
conversations each week, and we’re adding
3.750 new phones every week.
To keep up with our country’s growth, we
continue to think ahead, plan ahead, invest
ahead. In fact, this year, alone, we’re
investing almost $200 million in new facilities required to meet the ever-increasing
demand for more and better telephone
service.
These are typical examples of how we
strivenot only to meet today’s communications needs but to answer tomorrow’s.

GENERAL
:::,R,TELEPHONE &ELECTRON/OS
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Second Unit Surprises Soccer Team Slips
Past Broncos, 2-1
During Hawaii Game spa,.
Tuesday, October 6, 1939

EXTRA POINTS
By GREGORY II. BRIM \

Sinfonio
o rigj
Calkins,
Mu AL

indeed a game of
Pro-football is
many surprises.
course
Biggest this past week of
stunning upset recorded
was the
Francisco 49ers. The
by the San
put on a blocking
Bay Area eleven
and tackling exhibition never to
ardent football follie forten by
West Coast.
lowers on the
beaten
The underdogs hadn’t
1957, which in
the Kann. since
lengthy period
pro -football is a
last 49er victory
of time. The
was a last
over the L.A. club
in which
minute 23-29 victory
Owens mule
K. c. "Alley-Oop"
grabs to pull
one of his fantastic
the waning
the contest out In

9ive SLATE

iday
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1191E.SantaClara CY 3 HOS
’ANATOMY OF A
MURDER’
t Los Remick, Ben
Genera, Eve Arden, Kathryn Grant
PLUS

’THE TRAP’

i Wicimark

Admission . . Only 75 cents

der

SPARTAN DRIVE-IN
’ANATOMY OF A MURDER’
James S,e.art

Lee

Rernirk

and

ITARZAN’S GREATEST
ADVENTURES"

fisfy

Quayle

G"1"

EL RANCHO
"MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT"
.

.

Fredrirk March

.

and

"NUN’S STORY’
Audrey Hepburn

NEW
Continental Styling
by the Style Leader

y

day

minutes.
Sunday, the 49ers won so convincingly that there was no doubt
In anyone’s mind who the better
squad was. The Ram whitewash
was the first in 115 games covering a span of 10 years. This 49er
victory came also at a time when
It was least expected after the
exhibition pasting the Golden Gut era received.
Strangely enough, Coach Red
Hickey was making headlines all
week with his boasts of a 49er
victory. It isn’t very often that
a coach goes on such a faltering
limb to predict the outcome of
a football game. The victory has
catapulted Hickey to the title of
"Greatest Prophet of 1959." I will
lay claim to the second greatest
prophet when I picked the Chicago
Bears over the Colts.

SUCCVI
tallied and
By DANNY NEATLOW
went on to defeat Santa Clara
Niv, Lir
2-1 here Saturday
II.. i **;aturilay night at Spartan Mad’
at, University
ilie San
State grid machine. ran awl passed over the Hain- morning.
Center forward Guiseppe Ballabow. of Ilawaii, 4444
glini
Bel’allse tile first team plawl only a total id 12 minutes,
one a fin shot afterh go
bliaisdrfi(birSntg its
wseore
many P.E.1.01ill anal third stringer- saw a lot of action hich they from the rightel
which knotted
and asidew
may miss when the Oregon’llnek. itisaile San Jo..’ Friday night. the score,
penalty shot that
%lac Burton and Dave Kill ))))) rtie pleastai the coaches with slipped by the Bronco goalie in
the fourth quarter to ice the game.
their runs around the coils. Burton4
Spartan coach Julie Menendez
revealed that he may he a consis- his cutting ability is already at a
juggled the lineup while looking
tent potent threat when he un-ifine point."
The "Cutter" demonstrated all for the best defensive and scarleashed his powerful legs and only
a foot out of bounds cost him a three of these assets on an amaz- ing combination. Spartans Dan Es 60-yard touchdown romp in the ing 83 -yard pass-run for a touch- trade, Bernie Aronstam. and Bat down in the opening period. This taglini turned in sparkling perthird quarter.
Kilbourne, a runner who keeps broke the record established by formances. Also showing promise.
his knees high, will be running at Menges and Billy Wilson in 1950. according to Menendez were Demtds .combination worked for 80 eter Dietmar, Carmen Gagliardi.
the fullback spot in practice this Tyhirat
and goalie Gary Foss.
week as Kent Rockholt’s tempera Lee completed 11 of 16 attempts
Saturday morning the Spartan.;
tore is still in the vicinity of 100
ROUND WE GO - Oregon Unidegrees and the coaching staff for 179 yards and three touch- will host Santa Clara here once
versity, next week’s opponents.
doesn’t want to take any chances. downs. The total for all four quar- more, this contest to be a schedfound University of Washington’..
Paul Lorentzen made the most terbaeks was IR f, ’1 and 219 uled conference game. Game tin:’’
Cougars almost as rough as San
is 11 a.m.
spectacular revel/thin of tbe sea- yards.
Jose did. The Ducks used a stout
son for the Spartans when he
TOUGH ENOUGHThat’s Rich Erler, Spartan right guard, who
defense to pull the game out in
dove straight ahead at the last
played a standout game against Washington State. A neck injury
the final quarter, 14-6, after leadpossible second to nab Emmett
limited his action against Hawaii but he is expected to be ready
ing 7-6 in the early stages . . .
Lee’s 37 -yard completion. Coach
shooting
for
the
Ducks,
session
against
the
Oregon
Spartan footballers will be trying
Marty Feldman also spoke highITALIAN SMORGASBORD
to up-end an undefeated eleven for
ly of Lorentzen’s defensise abilthe second straight week but they
all you can eat $1.00
ity. There is no doubt that the
can expey a tougher battle than
Spartans are not hurting at the
Tuesday
thru Saturday 11:00 a.m. 2:00 p.m.
on their initial try.
end paaltion with three good
SPAGHETTI & MEATBALLS 1.00
*
a
*
men at each side.
RAVIOLI & MEATBALLS 1.25
Fred lianey’s decision to can
Coach Gene Menges said "Oneal
HALF & HALF 1.00
it quilts at Milwaukee was greetCt. iterry is following his blocking.
Open nights for dinncr also 5:00. 10:00 P.M.
ed with little or no surprise....
With the score tied in the Dod- improving on his speed, and lb:
Gil Door:.
950 So. FIRST STREET
Parking in Vat.
dramatic eighth
Any guesses on his successor?
will make him a !wile:. til.oet
g home run user the left ger half of the eighth, Gerry StaRed schoendlenst and Leo Buley, who was brought in by manrt...her are the first two names field screen gave the Los All. ager Al Lopez in the seventh,
that come to mind. Incidentally, geies Dodgers a 54 victory over threw a knee-high inside knuckler
Haney is dickering with a radio- the Chicago White Sox yester- to Gil Hodges who smashed it high
TV broadcasting job.
day in Los Angeles’ Memorial over the left centerfield screen to
Coliseum and just about wiped send the crowd into hysterics.
Dick Bass is wheeling at his
Pitchers for today’s game are
out
the Chisox’ chances of winning
best again! COP gained almost
scheduled to be Bob Shaw, loser
World Series,
the
400 yards running and passing
in the second game in Chicago, and
The Dodgers now lead the series
against the Stanford Indians at
Sandy Koufax or Stan Williams for
to one. They must
three
games
Palo Alto last week with the rapid
the Dodgers
Vallejo fullback ripping off al- win just one more game to wrap
the West Coast
it
up
and
give
most three-quarters of the ground
baseball chamtotal. Last year’s nightmare at its first national
The White Sox must win
Stockton could be a repeat unless pionship.
games to take
Coach Bob Titchenal has a new all three remaining
the series.
formula for stopping the Tiger
Yesterday’s game started as
steamroller.
as a pitching duel between Roger
Craig and Early Wynn, the startSpartan Frosh Lose
ers of the first game in Chicago.
lasted quick as the White
Opening Game, 40-8 SoxWynn
fell apart defensively in the
Old v, a ter polo pla3 el never .l..
College of San Mateo downed third and four big runs crossed
the San Jose State freshman squad over for the Dodgers. The Dodgers but they do come back and pH.,
40-8 Saturday at San Mateo.
kept alive their string of scoring in alumni games. The scene is toFumbles plagued the Sparta - all their runs in this series after night in the Spartan pool at 8
babes in this one, along with the two outs, the White Sox getting and the current varsity will be in
running of halfback Larry Leitch the first two men in this inning
for a rough splash.
who sparked the Bulldogs with a also before Wally Moon singled to
The Oakland Athens Club disstart the rally.
60-yard touchdown jaunt.
Chicago tied it up In the sev- posed of the Spartan tankers, 22-6.1
San Mateo scored twice in the
first quarter and was never head- enth on Merin Lollates three-run last Friday night in the OM’. Ail
ed. San Jose’s li.ne s, ,re lrne homer. another blast over the ens has one of the best team 1 the country. The two !fungal
C.ik..mn screen.
in the final period
teammates scored 14 of the goals
land set up many plays as the Spar’ tan defense fell apart. The lack of
offensive punch by SJS was due
’ mainly to inexperience.
Quality Work of
Coach Roger McCandless plans
to try Jim Vinzant at the goalie
**********
Reasonable Rates
spot because Mery Donner and
Student Rates
George Wet tacit hay.’ not proven
Comptcle auto servizing
themselves this season.
LEAVE YOUR CAR BEFORE CLASS
expertly done to give you full
Lonnie Christensen and Roger
IT IL BE READY WHEN YOU ARE!
satisfaction with your car’s
Scaife played the wing forwards.
performance.
and according to Coach McCand17th and Santa Clara
less did "very well considering the
CYpress 4-7979
I opposition."
t

NAPOLI CAFE

Hodges’ Homer Dims
Chisox’ Chances 5-4

COAST RADIO
CY 5-5141

NOW-2 Stores to
Serve You

Water Polo

Alumni Tilt
Tonight at 8

DOWNTOWN

VALLEY FAIR

266 So. First
Opp. U.A. Theatre

At "C"
Parking Lot

***I

Ia* GRAND OPENING SPECIALS
At Both Stores

VIC’S MOBILE SERVICE

BRAKES’
L/Gifys
TUNE-UP

4,*

Tremendous Discounts
on all L.P.’s Stereos 45’s
**************************************
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PRRVIOUSLT AVAILARLI FOR 5005 PRODUCTS ONLY
IN STOCK NOW AND VAILASLI FOR MOST OTHER MAKI%
. AT NO EXTRA COST’

4 ALUMINIZED STEEL CASE

FOR LONGER LIFE
4480,

4

INSTALLED FREE
IN 15 MINUTES

Kos

CONSTRUCTION
NEW RUST RESISTING DESIGN

OTHER MUFFLERS FROM 888

OLeconte
CALIFORNIA SLACKS
hat taking their place alongald
caDvus favorite-- A 1 Tapers
SlImlined lees, eallanalon
*Hatband with adluetable alde
lab., and smart cross lop pockets.
Only A I Leconte,’ qty you thal
true now Conlinenlal look. Sanlonq vrInq Colton In
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NEW 1960 STYLE!
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SHAVE LOTIOFF
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INSTALLED
FREE
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NOW

"VICTORIA"
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AM 40.00
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Diplii.to Mail UP’

to get a better shave!

At your 1,1vorite campus shop

TAPERS
sold at
A-1
HALE’S

PRE -ELECTRIC
SHAVE LOTION

Quicker . . closer . . . smoother ...
no matter what machine you use. 1.00

SHULTON New To,k

Toronto

OBIT? You bet
Iii

DOWNTOWN
/ Seat* Clean

C04.7SOS
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1950 West Sem Coo+.
CT S-114$
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(h.t.ther If, 1970

Writing Clinic Open
To Solve Student
English Problems

Student Treks
Among Tribes
retary to the group recalls.

By

Natives of the Lacandon
Mayan tribe, an ancient culture of Mexico. recently
made contact with a representative of SJS.
Marjorie Note. 19-year-old
sophomore, left with the
Great Western University Expedition last February for the hazardous Lacandon jungle in the rugged
state of Chiapas. Mexico.
Upon reaching the "dying" tribe,
members of the expedition, led by
Dr. Eugene E. Whitworth, chairman of the Department of World
Religion, GWU, were warmly received as the guests of the Lacandon priest.
Hoping to study native reLeona ceremonies, the visitors
were able to film for the first
time the famous Cuxuh (or God
Hat) Ceremony of the Mayans.
"The greatest hazard in the
Chiapas Rain Forest is the risk of
becoming hopelessly lost in the
dense foliage," Marjorie. the sec-
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in the following fields:

OPERATIONS RESEARCH. How to achieve greater genocdal efficiaincy
per defense dollar.
MICROBIOLOGY Research
plague organism.

toward

MINIATURUZATION DEVELOPMENT
.
dant use against children.

a

clean.

radicakpecific,

bubonic

Micronapalrn bombs for non.redun.

ADVANCEMENT: As older roan retire to monasteries or lose security
clearance, there is elweys room at the top for men who have the right
ideas or lack the wrong ones.

ARCHIE’S
STEAK HOUS!iiiii

EXCITING WORK: Be in on the birth of entirely new concepts in mass
devitalisation. Follow the idea through the drawing board, pilot plant,
and field tests in Asiatic police actions.
CONGENIAL SURROUNDINGS: GLEE communities have superior schools
where your children will grow up well informed, cultured and morel.
Comfortable housing. conueniently located near churches, phychiatrisfs,
and the FBI.

Spa rta g u ide

TEAM SPIRIT. Be part of an integrated teem of well trained men working
together on a b-oad program that includes the rnatitnn.atical, physical
engineering, biological, politico-economic, psyche:dog:cal, and demographic aspects of mass intimidation.

TODAY
Collegiate Christian Fellowship,
meeting. Cafeteria, 9 p.m.
Hawaiian Club, meeting, Spartan Y. If p.m.
.
Home Economics Club, meeting,
H1414, 7 pm.
Kappa Phi Cabinet. meeting.
420 S. Fourth St., Apt. 6, 7 p.m.
Pershing Rifles, meeting, B44,
8 p.m.
Ski Chill, meeting, S142, 7:30

Sipnd request for brochure, together with loyalty oath. celibacy
oath, and sobriety oath. to.

*GENERAL LETHAL
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They kept warning me this would
happen if I didn’t think of some super
way to describe that absolutely unique
good taste of Coca-Cola. So who’s a
Shakespeare? So no ad ... that’s bad!
But, there’s always Coke ...
and that’s good!

.leneng
"leg
regi

CsPuapnneraitxtn

SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
Settled

under authority of

The

CocaCoto Company

by

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
N JOSE
1555
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Call at Student Affairs Office,
Room 16, Tower Hall,
No Phone Orders

1 One furn. rem 4,r mn n s..le- s - "en
650 S Sth, Cr’ 7-3165.
-Aportinosts for Root

$10 reward for return of black fenderbetween
less Raleigh hicrie sfolaa 9/79
1:30-2:30 p.m. from rat"k at S’h and San
Carlos Lir., No. 29779, no ques. Call
CY 2.9513
lost-Gren Skiifinr iount4in pen, name
of St
td. $5 reward for
Help Wonted -Mole
--acted r.,
,neste evenings in SJ.
a
.s
s ease in meeting the
rublic. Phone CL 8-1124 after 6.
,,

Situations Wonted
Usk.,
dreB.-, Sr.n-k, House
- a season
Manager for Interview. Cr’ 2 4712 95.
CH S’iS’
Transportation Available
Driver wants rider iron.. South Palo Ato
on MWF for 8 30 class. DA 55487.

in

with pool with

T.

Jfl

7;--;
-

_

Lost sod Pound

Mali.

0;..1
-.

n$.imum.

To Place

SI

Autos tot Some
’53 Ford - clean $300. Contact Glen
Roberts. 222 S. I 4th Si,

Miscolloooes for tele

Very desirable furnished apt. avail. to
:rsli cr faculty, or other permanent
adults. Just across 4th St. frcas Men’s
.
Gym. 271 So. 4th. Apt. B.
633 S. 8th St. New 1-bdrm. completely
turn., drapes, wall to wall carpets. elec.
Kitchen, circulating softened hot water.
garage. laundry facilities, garbage and
water paid. Mgr. Apt. No. I.
diff pool end beard. Extra large 2.bed.
room, furnished. Will accommodate 4.
Colored G.E. kitchens, wall to wall carpets. drapes. carports end laundry. CL
1-3159 or CL 1.2021.
Purnisited Apts. For singles or groups.
New bldg.. all electric, well to well car.
pet.. 1/2 blk from campus. CY 4.9042.
Les ICrioy 48 S. 4th St.
Mod. Furn. Studio Apt, suit, for role.
or 2 students. water & garb. pd. CY 29369 after S p.m.
2 bdrm. fern. 3 to 4 beds. Prin. apt. 2
, is. to college. $80. CY 2.4730

Underwood portable typewriter, like new.
$60. CY 2-6735.
Zundapp Motorcycle, 250cc. 4200 mm.
Phone between 5 7 p.m. CY 5-6539.
Racing We. perfect ,:ondition. 518.00.
CH 3.6253.
Illie--Schwinn, excellent cond. cost $85..
will sell for $30. Cly 1-0284.

Shan Rentals

Spiel& Notioeis

1 girl to share apt. with two others.
Transportation Woofed
Close to school. $40 e month. Cell CY
Will help share expenses for ride from 4.7001. J. Sasaki.
Redwood City 7:30 classes. Call EM 61 or 2 male students to share apt. I
6045 or EM 8.2734.
block Irons campus. Call CY 4.7783 after
Rooms fir Rent
3 p.m.
Male Students-newly lam. rms. Horne One male student to share apt. with
Phone CY 7.8157 after 6.
and Kit. priv. 267 S. 12t6.
$30 plus

fAt

SWEATERS 8 CASHMERE COATS

Arn
Spartan Chl, meeting. C11239.
7:30 pin.
Spartan Shields, meeting, CH3.58, 7 p.m.
Senior Chum meeting. J3. 3:30
p.m.

If you lack superior qualifications, there may still be room for you
at GLEE, in our public relations dpartrnent. writing critiques of
Pauling.

.

398 E. SANTA CLARA

Ski Club Reveals
Plans for Year

Where Servings Are Large
And Prices Are Right

AT GLEE YOU WILL FIND:

ART CLEANERS

clinic’s staff, said last week.
The clinic is open to all students, she said, and is designed to
give practice in areas ’where the
student is deficient.
Work in the clinic consists A
practice in the deficient fields.
Miss Pritchard said. We use a
ditto sheet for exercises rather
than textbooks, she said, because
half of the problem seems to be
textbook fears.
Hours of the clinic are between S a.m. and 4 p.m. The
usual practice for an entering
student is to arrange to be at
the clinic two to three hours a
week, she added.
To get off to a good start, studON MEXICO EXPEDITION-Marjorie Not+, SJS sophomore,
ents are advised to either bring in
distributes gifts and trinkets to the natives of an ancient Mayan
some corrected papers for inspectribe hidden within the dense jungles of Mexico. Seated on her
tion or to be prepared to write a
left is Dr. Eugene Whitworth, lender of the expedition for Great
composition on their first visit.
Western University, a correspondence school.
There is no grade given for the
work in the Writing Clinic, nor
are any units given.
A teaching credential candidate who has not cleared the
English requirements may In
some cases receive a clearance
through participation in the
clink. Miss Pritchard said, but
The
semester fee for Ski Club
Ski Club, gunning for a
this is only through passing a
writing test and an objective
membership of 300 students, membership is $5.
Free lessons for beginning and
has announced its semester experienced members are a part grammar and spelling test.
fare, beginning with an ori- of the program, Eicher said. He The staff is made up of two full
entation meeting tonight at stressed that new members do not time instructors, Miss Lois Henderson, who heads the clinic, and
7:30 p.m. in S142 for pros- need to know how to ski.
Trips are subsidized from the Miss Pritchard. Harold Crouch is
pective members.
The club, for beginning, inter- club treasury with members pay- a part time member of the staff.
mediate and advanced skiers, has ing a nominal charge, Eicher adThe Clinic- meets in K2A in the
three events highlighting the term. ded. Ice-skating
trips also are Counciling Building, next to the
On Dec. 1 the club will hold a
scheduled throughout the term.
cafeteria
winter fashion show to be followed up Dec. 5 by the annual Winter
Ball where a "Snow Queen" will
be crowned from entries supplied
by
independent
and
sorority
groups.
On Jan. 9-10 and 11, a week -end
trip to Heavenly Valley, near Lake
Tahoe, is planned. The coed overnight trip is the only sanctioned
overnight of the college year, according to activities chairman Tom
Eicher.
Next semester, trips are planned
545 S. 2nd. St. - Hours 7 A.M. to 9 P.M.
to Dodge Ridge in February and
Dririnrir Siimmit in March

- AND MANY OTHER PROGRAMS -

r

in writing techniques, mechanics and spelling of the English language may enroll vol.
tintarily in the campus Writing Clinic, Miss Dorothy
Pritchard, member of the

One

ENGINEERS
MATHEMATICIANS
SCIENTISTS!!

by

Students %s ills diffirulties

day a couple of us ventured a few
not more than 15 or 20 feet away,
yet he couldn’t hear us. no matter how loudly we called to him,
because of the density and humidity of the jungle."
pancake flour, coffee,
Rice,
dried vegetables, and peanut butter headed the list of food that
the expedition carried with them
from the start. All drinking water
had to be boiled.
Immunization shots prevented
sickness among the travelers;
however, the 5,15 coed did suffer a heat stroke after an eight mile walk in the torrid jungle
heat. Some of her "hardening up
for Jungle life" included eating
herbs, vines, and, when necessary, raw snails.
Absent from SJS for one semester, the adventurous sophomore
has now returned to her studies as
an art major. After her diet of
ground corn, wild boar, and armadillo, she said she is well "hardened-tip" for classes.

WORK OF ART

Jo

28" Bicycle, i^cl,cles Miller light with
lenototon on,/ book I401, $35. Cal: at
4756 Strawberry Park Dr. after 5,30 p.m.
Kay Tenor Ilanlo, full sire. Excellent con.
dition. 2100 Fruitdale Ave.. Apt. 12.
Surfboards. Make Saha Boards. $79.50
end up. new polytron foams 589.50. itm
P.’s. St. Santa Con. GA 6-2227.
Phonograph, Webeet Festival. automatic
3 -speed new diamond needle. 45 adap
tor. potable, 100 records. mostly LPsKingston Trio, Peter Gore. Freni Sinatra
1,ots3.af
20 p
good jam Call CY 2-0638. utter

Free Rent of farm. apt. for 1 college
boys in erchange for answering phone
eights. CL 8-2135.
REVELRIES WANTS SCRIPTS. Do you
have one?? Submit to Sptech and Ore.
ma Rm. II? by Tuesday. Oct. 6.
PAY.1Y-THE-MONTH Auto Insurance,
Cell Shipwright. CY 34091
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